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一、選擇題(50%) 
1)The phase of the cell cycle associated with the doubling of the amount of DNA in the cell is  A)G0.    

B) S.   C) G1.   D) G2.   E) M.    
2)In the cell cycle, a mitotic Cdk is present during  A)S.   B)G1.   C)G2.   D)M.  E)all of the above   
3)DNA replication  A)is not edited once polymerization has occurred.   B)is partially regulated by 

promoter/terminator sites.  C)is conservative. D)requires a type of RNA polymerase.  E)proceeds by 
making two continuous strands.    

4)Which of the following would NOT inhibit a cell preparing to undergo mitosis?  A)Chk1 inhibtion of 
Cdc25  B)environmental signals that no new cells are needed C)Cdc-activating kinase activity 
D)chromosomal abnormalities E)p21 inhibition of G1    

5)In the cell cycle, controlled degradation of regulatory proteins occurs via the A)cyclin proteolysis pathway. 
B)kinase inhibition pathway. C)P450 - protease pathway.  D)ubiquitin-proteosome pathway.  E)none 
of the above    

6)Phosphorylation of ________ is required for chromosome condensation. A)condensin  B)cyclin   
C)topoisomerase II  D)DNA gyrase   E)both A and B    

7)How many chromatids are present in prophase I of meiosis I in a diploid cell, 2n = 12?  A)24   B) 12   
C) 48   D) 6    

8)A change in a nucleotide sequence that results in addition or deletion of a single nucleotide and largely 
changes the amino acid sequence of the resulting peptide is known as a  A)silent mutation. B)nonsense 
mutation.  C)missense mutation.  D)frameshift mutation. E)none of the above    

9)The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) is an example of a retrovirus. In order to prevent incorporation 
of the viral DNA into the host genome, antiretroviral drugs could  A)target the viral enzyme integrase. 
B)target the viral enzyme reverse transcriptase.  C)activate high levels of DNase in the cells to break 
down the viral DNA while it is still in the cytosol. D)all of the above  E)none of the above    

10)Which of the following is NOT a reason for the importance of mRNA processing in eukaryotes? 
A)longevity in the cytoplasm B)presence of a nuclear membrane  C)coupling of transcription and 
translation D)removal of introns E)turnover in the cytoplasm    

11)Transcription of ribosomal RNA is primarily the function of A)primase.  B)RNA polymerase III. C)RNA 
polymerase I. D)mitochondrial RNA polymerase. E)RNA polymerase II.    

12)Of the following, which is associated with the production of multiple mRNAs from a single gene? 
A)polycistronic organization  B)gene rearrangement  C)alternative splicing D)splicesome mutations  
E)both B and C    

13)DNA is different from RNA in that A)RNA contains an additional oxygen atom on the ribose sugar. 
B)RNA cannot exist as a double helix. C)in general, RNA molecules are longer than DNA molecules. 
D)RNA is made up five bases, whereas DNA is made up of four. E)all of the above    

14)With which organelle membrane would you expect to find the receptor protein importin? A)nucleolus 
B)mitochondrion C)chloroplast D)plastid E)nucleus  
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15)A cell that has lost its capacity to grow in vitro as a monolayer is now A)free-ranging. B)malignant. 
C)transformed. D)anchorage-independent. E)benign.  

16)Aneuploidy (the gain or loss of chromsomes) is associated with which protein molecule in cancer cells?  
A)pRB  B)Blc-2  C)Myc D)p53  E)all of the above    

17)Which of the following is FALSE with regard to cancer cells? A)Most cancer cells die in G1 phase. 
B)The cell cycle is disrupted. C)Growth is not regulated by growth factors. D)The apoptosis pathway is 
blocked. E)Growth is not stopped by high levels of DNA damage.    

18)The normal RB gene functions as A)a cell surface receptor. B)an activator of transcription. C)a 
proto-oncogene. D)an activator of translation. E)an inhibitor of transcription.  

19)Which is NOT a model for membrane structure?  A)Singer and Nicholson fluid mosaic  B)Langmuir 
monolayer  C)Overton lipid coat  D)Gorter and Grendel bilayer  E)Watson and Crick double helix  

20)Which of the following molecules would not readily cross an intact cell membrane by simple diffusion? 
A)ethanol  B)water   C)fatty acids  D)glucose  E)oxygen    

21)Based on the composition of cell membranes, the most prominent lipids are   A)cerebrosides. 
B)phospholipids. C)cholesterol. D)glycolipids.  E)phytosterol.   

22)To facilitate the regulation of membrane fluidity, E.coli has the enzyme A)fatty acid convertase.  
B)bacteriorhodopsin. C)gangliosidase.  D)unsaturase. E)desaturase.    

23)Cystic fibrosis is the result of a malfunction of the cell in transporting which of the following ions?  
A)OH-   B)glucose   C)K+   D)Na+   E)Cl-    

24)The Na+/K+ pump actively moves  A)3 Na+ out, 2 K+ in. B)2Na+ in, 3 K+ out. C)2Na+ out, 3 K+ in.  
D)3 Na+ in 2 K+ out.  E)1 Na+ out, 1 K+ in.   

25)Which of the following statements regarding Fas-mediated programmed cell death is false?  A)It 
ultimately results in death of the cell.  B)Fas ligand and receptor interaction results in the recruitment 
of adaptor proteins in the target cell.  C)Fas ligand binding with Fas receptor stimulates a specific G 
protein.  D)The capase cascade results in the cleavage of the proteins within the target cell.  
E)Capases are activated in the process.    

 
二、簡答題(50%) 
1.  cancer 細胞上常可見 p53 的缺失，為何？ 
2. 紫衫醇(商品名 Taxol）如何可以用於治療癌症? 
3. 細胞中 lysosome 可以扮演何種角色（4 類角色） 
4. siRNA 的全名，可能的用途 
5. 一位科學家發現一個蛋白質，他如何經由 DNA 序列，判斷是否為膜蛋白，以及可能的功能。 

 

 


